
ROEBUCK HUNT INROEBUCK HUNT IN
CHOJNACHOJNA

Professionally managed hunting. Only a ½ hour drive from the German border. Large discounts on wild

boar.

Hunt suitable for everyone No special fitness requirements Accommodation in a cabin Spot-and-Stalk Hunt
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HIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTIONHIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTION

Roebuck Hunt in ChojnaRoebuck Hunt in Chojna

HIGHLIGHTS

District 10,958 hectares in size
Annual shooting quota: 40 head of roe deer –
including 20 bucks
Most bucks are between 180-280 grams – a few
over 300 grams
Charming accommodation, with the forester in the
district
Only a ½ hour drive from the German border in
north west Poland

Roebuck Hunting in Poland

Roebuck hunting in Poland has become a wonderful
tradition amongst rifle hunters. The season starts in the 
spring - on May 11th -, and continues right up to the end of
September. In other words it is possible to enjoy both
hunting earlier in the spring  as well as an exciting,
traditional rut hunt in July/August, when it is possible to call-
up the bucks. If you are a true roebuck enthusiast, you
really should  not miss any of these highlights!

The population of roe deer in Poland is, thanks to
longstanding strict game management policies, both very
large and very dense. Year after year this wealth of game 
brings hunters from all over north western Europe to the
vast Polish hunting districts to try their luck.

We can offer a wide range of the very best State Forest
Districts in western Poland, all of which can deliver top
quality roebuck hunts. The Polish districts can offer
trophies of different sizes, leaving you free to choose
whether you would prefer to hunt for a number of smaller
bucks or go for a single, really good, trophy. These State
Forest Districts all have well trained, experienced and  very
responsible hunting guides, who each have their own
areas in the districts, which they know like the back of their
own hands.

The hunt usually takes the form of stalking or lying in wait
on one of the towers that have been optimally placed in
each district, with regard to the deer’s behavioural
patterns. You will go out hunting twice a day, once in the
early morning starting before dawn, and again in the late
afternoon/evening during the hours around sunset.

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?

ANNE FICK

E-mail: ajf@limpopo.dk
Telephone: (+45) 63 21 43 15

JOAKIM PEDERSEN

E-mail: jop@diana.dk
Telephone: (+45) 63 21 10 26
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No matter which season you have chosen to go roebuck
hunting, it will always be possible to combine your hunt with
hunting for wild boar, again early in the morning and in the
late evening, which are the periods the boars are most
active.

We are able to offer fixed price packages, on which a
hunter only need to follow the advice of his guide and does
not need to worry about a large extra bill if you shoot a
really good trophy.  It is also possible to hunt following the
districts regular price list, or our graduated price list with
several categories of trophy size. Simply let us know in
advance how you would like to hunt, and we will trailer your
trip to it your wishes exactly!
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ACCOMMODATIONACCOMMODATION

Accommodation - ChojnaAccommodation - Chojna

Accommodation is in an attractive hunting cottage in the midst of
the district. Our guests stay in one part of the building, while the
head gamekeeper Edward Pawlak and his wife live in the other.
The accommodation is classified as category “S”, which is the
highest category. The guest accommodation consists of a cosy
sitting-/dining are, 6 double rooms (2 rooms share a bathroom
and toilet) and 2 apartments that each comprise of a bedroom,
bathroom and small sitting room. A fridge is at the guest’s
disposal. Edward Pawlak speaks good German. There is access
to a locked garage. WiFi is not available here, and mobile phone
coverage is poor.
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PARTNERPARTNER

RDLP SzczecinRDLP Szczecin

Our partnership with the Regional Direction of State Forests in
Szczecin – the Regionalna Dyrekcja Lasów Pa?stwowych we
Szczecinie, or in everyday language the RDLP Szczecin – dates
back to 1982, when we first started to send hunters to one of their
districts. More districts were added later, and now in 2016 we
have long term contracts with 4 of the best state-owned districts.
Of the rest (= 31) of their total of 35 district, the hunting has been
let out to various Polish hunting associations, except for 5, which
are sold via other agencies.

In common for all the state-owned districts under RDLP Szczecin,
which was established in 1978, is good, professionel and stabile
game mangement, with each district having it’s own speciality.
Some of them stand out because of their fantastic stag hunts,
others because of their well organized driven hunts - while some
districts can simply do it all. More information given under the
individual districts, and we will of course be happy to provide more
detailed information via telephone or email.

When hunting in a state-owned district accommodation is
normally provided in the hunting district itself – and not in a hotel

in town. In this way our customers can enjoy a”total
experience”. The game is usually taken back to your
accommodation so your hunting companions can join the
celebrations. In some districts you can lie in bed at night and
listen to the red deer stags roar during the September rut.

A hunt on one of the districts under RDLP Szczecin is clearly a
good choice!
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HUNTING AREAHUNTING AREA

ChojnaChojna

The Chojna state hunting district in north west Poland covers a
total area of 11,000 ha. of which 8,265 ha is forest, while the
remaining 2,735 ha consists of farmland. meadows and lakes.
The forest is mainly coniferous (76%), but 5% consists of beech,
9% oak and the rest mixed broadleaf woodland. The district is
mainly flat, but some parts of the district are slightly hilly. Chojna
has 40 high-seats and stands together with 10 feeding places.
The district can take up to 4-5 hunters at a time on individual
hunts, while the optimal group size for driven hunts is 12-15
hunters.

You can find roe deer, red deer, fallow deer and wild boar on this
district. Annually 25 roebuck are taken here. Most of the trophies
lie under a net weight of 280g, but also bucks of over 300g are
shot here. The annual quota for red stags is 22 individuals - most
of the trophies being around 6kg, but naturally smaller trophies
are also taken. However, here it is possible to find really good
stags with a trophy weight of close to 8kg. The population of
fallow deer has increased rapidly over the last few years, which
has led to over 30 fallow buck being made available for hunting
annually. There is a good chance of shooting a fallow buck of

between 3.0 and 3.5 kg. Chojna is also home to a particularly
good strain of wild boar. These can be hunted on individual
hunts throughout the season and on the 6 driven hunts that are
available during the autumn and winter.

Chojna is 25km from the border crossing at Schwedt, south of
Szczecin. It is around 70km from Szczecin, which is the closest
major town, 100km from Szczecin/Goleniow airport and 130km
from the airport in Berlin. 
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Specification of price
Price and info on your tour

Prices
Description Possible Lodging Dates Price from (per. person)

Price-list: 3 days hunting and accommodation 25. May 2023 - 28. September 2023 €1,080,00

The price includes The price does not include

3 days accommodation with full board

3 days roebuck hunting with own hunting guide (6

outings)

All licenses and related fees

Boiling of trophies

Interpreter

Final settlement of shot game

Transport during the hunt, PLN 450,- per hunter/per

day

Extra hunting day € 360,-

Stay without hunt/non-hunter per day € 120,-

Supplement for single room per hunter/day € 23,-

EU-public liability insurance € 9,00,- (obligatory)

Tips

Sale of skins:

- Untreated (whole animal), € 13,5,- per kg.
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Trophy Price List

All roebucks shot will be settled according to the following price-list:                          

Roebuck:

Up to 199 g      €         3950,00

200-299 g       €         295,00 + €     1,75 per g over 200 g

300-349 g       €         470,00 + €     7,20 per g over 300 g

350-399 g       €         830,00 + €   11,20 per g over 350 g

400-499 g       €      1.390,00 + €   14,00 per g over 400 g

from 500 g        €      2.790,00 +€   7,78 per g over 500 g

Wigged buck    €     3.590,00

Wounding        €         390,00

It will also be possible to shoot wild boars according to the following price list:

Wild Boar:

Keilers:

140 mm - 159 mm                   €         780,00

160 mm – 199 mm                  €         780,00 + €  23,50 pr. mm over 160 mm

200 mm and above                  €      1.720,00 + €  10,38 pr. mm over 201 mm

Keilers under 140 mm and for piglets and yearlings are charged for by weight, as follows:

Piglets, yearlings:

Up to 29,99 kg                        €         115,00

30-49,99 kg                            €         245,00

50-79,99 kg                            €         420,00

From 80 kg and up                   €        620,00

Wounding                               €         160,00

The following discount is available for wild boars:

50% discount on boars up to 13,9 cm tuckers (not on wounding) 

 

 

Exchange rate pr. 15 / 1-2023
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GAMEGAME

Roebuck Hunt in ChojnaRoebuck Hunt in Chojna

Buck/Roe Buck/Roe Deer

(Europe)

Game that may be purchased additionally

Wild Boar (Europe)
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About usAbout us

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours Limpopo Travel and

Diana Hunting Tours – which today are one and the same

company - are built on more than four decades of

experience in the hunting travel industry. Diana Hunting

tours was founded in Svendborg back in 1974 by the

internationally known figure in the hunting tour industry,

Jan Krossteig, who today remains shareholder and

chairman of the concern.

Over the years the company has grown into the world’s

largest hunting travel office, with hunting partners in more

than 40 counties and customers from around the world.

This has only been possible because of the strength of our

customers faith in our company, our partners and the

service we provide. We take great pride in the fact that a

significant number of our customers are “regulars” you not

only travel with us frequently, but also bring with then new

customers into our business.

The hunting travel market has never been as chaotic as it

is at present. There have always been a mass of smalland

medium sized agencies trading on the market, but in

recent years the rise of the internet has really opened up

the market for direct booking and packages sold by

“agents” of more or less transparent character and by

agencies based abroad.

A large number of hunters have had their fingers burnt

booking “cheap” packages, which rarely proceed as

promised, Generally it is only when things go wrong that

the unfortunate hunter who bought the tour first realises

what the difference between a good Danish travel agency -

with all the security that entails -and a questionable foreign

seller, really is.

What we offer our customers is a rather unique level of

security. Our experienced staff really know our

destinations and can provide highly qualified advice

tailored to the customer’s individual requirements. If you

book your hunting tour through us you also have a

guarantee against the unlikely event of bankruptcy through

the Danish Travel Guarantee Fund. Our long standing

membership of the Danish Travel Agency Association is

also a guarantee for professional service throughout all the

proceedings that a hunting tour entails - also in the event

of something not going quite as planned. As one of our

customers you can expect around the clock support, via

our emergency hotline, in the event of anything at all going

wrong.
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